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It's no secret that colleges want you to take an English class every year of high school. But what exactly should you learn? What options do you have to exceed expectations and show your stuff? And what if you're such a book-loving reader that the dictionary under the bibliophile has a
picture of you, how can you really max out your high school English experience? Read on to learn about the common core, honors and AP classes, and goes beyond what the standard curriculum offers! What do colleges expect? You'll find it hard to find a college that doesn't expect you to
have taken 4 years of English or language arts classes. Similarly, the vast majority of high schools require 4 years of English in order for you to graduate. These 4 years are cumulative, meaning each year is based on what you have learned before, and now each year is most likely based on
common core standards. So colleges assume that when you start the first year, you've studied it all: 9th grade is the setting of the year you practice basic essay writing skills you're learning different literary genres you analyze the narrative of the voice, the characters, and the plot of the 10th
grade is the building of the year you practice laying out, compiling and revising the process you focus on on topics and literary devices such as images and voice of the 11th grade focus on The American as you do your own research and use external sources you now start reading not only
for the content but also for the historical context, period, setting, and point of view it's a good year to take American history, and 12th grade looks at the world you read British literature and sometimes world literature, depending on your high school you put all your skills together By analyzing
complex literature and non-fiction you produce research work, presentations, and perhaps even multimedia projects it can be a good year to also adopt European or World History Common Basic Reading Standards There in... Plenty of choice. Having a guide helps. Want to know the type
of college books to suggest that you'll be reading by the time you get in? Here are some examples of what common basic standards want you to read in high school, broken down by year: Literature: Stories, Drama, Poetry Information Texts: Literary Non-Fiction and Historical, Scientific and
Technical Texts 9 - 10th Degree Tragedy of William Shakespeare's Macbeth (1592) Speech on Second Virginia Convention Patrick Henry (1775) Ozymandias Percy Bysshe Shelley (1817) Farewell Address george Washington (1796) Raven Edgar Allen Poe (1845) Gettysburg Address
abraham Lincoln (1863) Gift of the Magi O. Henry (1906) State of the Union Address Franklin Delano Roosevelt (1941) Steinbeck (1939) Letter from Birmingham Prison Martin Luther King Jr. (1964) Fahrenheit 451 Fahrenheit Bradbury (1953) Hope, Despair and Memory of Elie Sissel (1997)
Killer Angels Michael Shaara (1975) 11 - 12th Grade Ode to the Greek Urn by John Keats (1820) Common Sense Thomas Payne (1820) Common Sense Thomas Payne (1820) Jane Eyre Charlotte Bronte (1848) Walden Henry David Thoreau (1854) Because I couldn't stop at the death of
Emily Dickinson (1890) Society and The Loneliness of Ralph Waldo Emerson (1857) The Great Gatsby F. Scott Fitzgerald (1925) The Fall of Success G. C. Chesterton (1909) Their eyes watched God neil Hurston (1937) Black Boy Richard Wright (1945) Raisin in the Sun Lorraine
Hansberry (1959) Politics and English by George Orwell (1946) The namesake by Jhumpa Lahiri (2003) Take the tortillas from your poetry By rudolfo Anaya (1995) If you want a very long breakdown of what the common core recommends you explore, check out their year-after-year guide.
How to exceed expectations? Rewards Classes They are likely to be similar to the standard classes your school offers, but the work you read will be more challenging and the job more challenging and demanding. In other words, you'll do more work and put in more effort, but you'll be better
prepared for college level writing! Pro tip: In your school, honors classes may be a prerequisite for AP classes. AP English Classes There are two AP English: AP English and composition, if your school offers both AP English lessons, this is the one you'll take the youngest year of this class
and the exam is all about how writers do what they do: how they use rhetoric, genre, style, and how they play with the expectations of the AP audience english literature and compositions If your school offers both AP English classes, this is the one you will be taking the senior year of this
class and the exam are dealing with critical analysis, close reading, literary structure, topics, and images of IB Diploma Classes There are three variants of IB literature: Language: Literature this course focuses on the analysis of literary texts Language: Language and Literature this class
takes analysis further by looking at literary and non-literary genres and, considering how the context of writing or reading something affects its meaning Literature and performance this class is all about the relationship between literature and theater, focusing on close reading, critical writing
and the aesthetic and symbolic elements of the performance of both language classes are offered in different languages, and literature and performance can be accepted in French or Spanish on a special request, so that these may be great options for non-native or bilingual students.
Some IB diploma classes can be taken online, but the closest you come to English online is the FILM SL class, which is all about history, formal elements, technical production, and of course critical film analysis. A what Am I an English class junkie? Is there more? Please, sir, let me do

some more... English class? In this bowl for some reason? Check your school's choices It's time to think just a little outside the box! For example, classes in creative writing offer a great window in a later state to see how someone did it. Elections in the humanities can often offer what is
basically a modified class of literature. And there are many other subjects that focus on reading, analyzing and writing texts - subjects such as philosophy, theatrical research, world religions, psychology or anthropology. Design your own course your school is your resource, so don't be
afraid to get creative. You can ask a teacher to help you create an independent project or independent research to explore your interests! For example, in high school, in addition to my coursework, with the help of my favorite English teacher, I developed an independent study of the reading
and writing of poems. It was incredibly helpful! Take high school classes online for example, Stanford University has an online high school that has 7 English courses and allows you to sign up to take as many of them as you want. Brown University also offers a set of online courses before
college. They have 4 related classes in nonfiction literature, travel writing, formal college writing, and a humanitarian workshop on evolutionary thought. Take summer classes on the college campus you can check out our guide to the Summer Institute for the Gifted or all the information we
have gathered about two Stanford summer programs. Take some online college-level classes you're super confident in or interested in something specific you can't find elsewhere? Perhaps the best thing for you to do is prove yourself on a completely different level! Just think, doing well on
a college-level course will look great on your transcript, and you might even get a college loan for it! What's next? Need to improve your familiarity with key literary terms? Use our articles on impersonation, images, rhetorical devices, point of view, literary elements, assonance and iambic
pentameter to help you in your quest. Still fighting for whether the AP or IB is better? Check out our guide to choosing between them. Curious how your writing skills will apply to the SAT? Read on how to improve your SAT writing score, or better yet how to get the perfect 800 and how to get
12 on sat essays. And don't forget to read about the ACT Writing Test and SAT essay. One of the most important parts of your college application is that the classes you choose to take in high school (combined with how well you do in those classes). Our team of experts PrepScholar has
compiled its knowledge into this is the only guide to planning your school course schedule. We will advise you on how to balance your schedule between regular and and courses on how to choose extracurricular activities, and what classes you can't afford not to take. The Great Gatsby is
overrated. It's a good book! It's a great book! It's just not the best book ever, especially not the best book to teach teenagers about the power of literature and the essence of America. If that were the case, then teenagers wouldn't celebrate the glamour that the book is trying to deconstruct.
But he stuck to the high school literary canon, along with Catcher in the Rye and Mice and Men. And at the moment it seems that the main reason why he is taught to every high school student is that he was taught to all teachers, and no one bothered to check whether this is the best
choice. My own school was stuck next to the classics, making a conservative choice that I had to supplement in my time. It is ok. But given the little structure to search for great books of my own era, or even the less syone of the recent past, I flailed around, capturing copies of my mom
Grisham and Crichton, spending too much time on Palahniuk-all things I'd grow out of, and don't regret, but not particularly cherish. I found many good books, often by accident, but I didn't have much of a mental model as they all fit together in the modern literary world. It took me years to
get a vague understanding of the last generation (or two) of literature so I could find my way productively as an adult reader. If I could go back, I would give myself and my classmates a better start, replacing some old reserves with books that better unlock the full potential of literature. A lot
of it comes down to taste, and it should. The whole concept of canon is less important for our culture, especially as we see how many people were not in this canon, and how many prematurely joined it. There are better writers publishing more good books now, and they are now
disrespecting our obsession with a narrow set of timeless stories that actually shows their age. What should GoWinnowing the current canon makes room for new and overlooked worthy works. Bildungsroman Perky Genesis Wallflower earned enough respect to join some necessary
reading lists; How about adding Rainbow Rowell's Fangirl, or more books that deal with the modern teenage experience of constant Internet connectivity, helicopter parents, and everyday life inside a neoliberal empire? Is this era and its literature less worthy of our attention than the
boomer's age? Or is the canon really a bit of an excuse to be lazy when building our curriculum? It's not a knock on the books themselves. Well, it's a knock if you think the whole canon of high school is to be the best possible book, in which case it's weird that you want them to be forced by
teenagers rather than voluntarily introduced when they Ready. Is Catcher Really a Book Book experienced as a teenager? No! It's best experienced as an adult evaluating Catcher retroactively on teen thinking as the book was designed. The teenager can not fully appreciate the distance
between the author and the main character. (Some may! and more power for them, and for all the books they prefer to read in their time.) It takes nothing away from classics like Catcher suggesting it might be time to appreciate it in adulthood rather than adolescence in 2018. If you support
the canon because today's teachers and schools cannot be trusted to choose the right books, why do you trust them to teach these works in light of social progress and our changing view of history? Some of the current canon may just become voluntary reading, like almost every book. But
some of the work is still very useful as a common reference point. There's a great place for them: college, first year as part of the basic curriculum. A story like Anna Karenina or Madame Bovary doesn't really hit home until you've put together more life experiences, but you can at least start
to understand in college. We also don't offer dumbing-down. Some YA should join the curriculum, but so should modern adult fiction. Jonathan Safran Foer's Everything Is Illuminated teaches voice better than groovy orange; Chinua Achebe Things Fall Apart is a much better history lesson
than the heart of darkness; Frankly, anyone who wants to read The Lord of the Rings will do it on their own, while Ursula K. Le Guin's Wizard of Earthsea is a more meaningful contribution to the expanding horizons of a growing mind, and an excellent missing link between Harry Potter and
more adult fiction. (So this is the Leo Grossman Maga trilogy, but again, his view of college and post-college years is best appreciated during or after your own.) What's left what are we going to keep from the current canon? The older the book, the better the case. We don't abandon
Shakespeare, which is still important for understanding most of the English literature that follows. Plus it passes an important test: it's a lot of interesting, even if you miss the bottom layer or three senses. Macbeth and Romeo and Juliet have fun reading and stage. Scarlet letter, frankly,
snitch. All the old with a sense of humor, Silas Marner, for example, helps teenagers understand what the old should not mean inappropriate. One hundred years of solitude and house of spirits have quite surprising paper over any gaps in teenage appreciation. Although my school missed
Lord of the Flies, I am very glad that I got my first read before I became an adult. And almost every time a marginalized author has managed to make his way into the canon, they deserve to keep their place. If Steinbeck and Fitzgerald stay, then Beloved and Frank and Bell Jar and
Frederick Douglass and Jane Austen all I'm confused by the number of adult white men I meet who only read other white men, and I believe the habit starts in high school. The point is to destabilize the idea of a canon that propped up too many mediocre artists and excluded too many
brilliant. The point is not to build a new canon. The point is to destabilize the idea of a canon that propped up too many mediocre artists and excluded too many brilliant, one that feeds on a monolithic idea of America that is not like the country's actual past or present. This is not only for the
re-centre of marginalized groups (actually my personal suggestions are unfortunately skewed white as I still have to overhaul my poor education), but also encourage features of different readers sharing different but overlapping literary backgrounds that will encourage more people to stay
readers throughout adulthood as they approach literature as an endless buffet rather than prix fixe. (This buffet includes a large dessert section of comics, which should be treated not as a novelty, but as a full-fledged piece of literature, which was especially useful for marginalized authors
and stories.) This is not a new idea; canon has always been liquid. But it can stand to be less viscous. In this context, here's one very personal, definitely non-canonical, suggestion of how we could edit the school curriculum. DitchThe Great GatsbyOn roadOf mice and men (replaced in a
dubious battle)Pilgrim in ProgressJames Fenimore Cooper, but also that one Twain essay about James Fenimore Cooper performedatively enjoyed by people who love the word defenestration Brave New World (but keep 1984)The death of The SalesmanHeart of Darkness, I mean kind this
did not aged wellThe Trial and Metamorphosis (replaced with Schoolmaster of the Village and Great Wall of China Sidhartdha Divine Comedy) , DeLillo, Bret Easton Ellis, and David Foster Wallace (save it for college)Any Camus or another mid-century existentialism (save it for your first
broke and lonely year of adulthood)Any Philip Roth (except when you're a married college professor who beats up on his students) All but one O. Henry story (The Gift of the Magi) because we get it all already but one Sherlock funAll Edgar Allan Poe, except imp of the Perverse, Raven, and
that essay where he's about his writing process for Raven Any Beckett, if you follow him with some Stoppard take an edge fromAnna Karenina Brothers Karamazov's middle part of Gulliver's journey that no one remembersCandide tbhAny Ayn RandWar of WorldsAnimal Farm, if you're not
ready to add a few heads of Dasital KapKeep To kill the Mockingbird Aly in BrooklynBeloved Elected Bell JarInvisible ManParadise Lost Coleridge and Wordsworth etc. al. why notAny TwainAny WildeAny MoliereAny AustinAni MarquezAi Shakespeare, apart from comediesAll Greek things,
of course, well, maybe try War Music instead of IliadThings Fall ApartThe Maid in TaleBeowulf, and read a translation of Heaney's aloudOne-one-Vonneg book, and leave a stack of their others on the teacher's desk that I'm right.) Novels and MemoirsWhite Teeth by Sadie Smith, an
introduction to the modern and refreshingly accessible literary strain of hysterical realism (a term coined by James Wood, which didn't really get it)Wolf Hall Hilary MantelSing, Unburied, singing By Jesmyn WardStation Eleven Emily St. John Mandel, who celebrates art as a fundamental
human need without getting cloying about how it is, which includes the preteen character of the Seinfeld fan erotica and is an excellent model for budding writersFoundation Isaac Asimov (or just part 1) The Adams-Radio series, of which the books were adapted, and the influential work of
the audio dramaKindred By Octavia Butler Wizard of Earthsea Ursula K. Le GuinThe Man, which was Thursday's G.K. Chesterton Visit from Jennifer Egan's Goon Squad to showcase the polyphony and experimental structures of TheHunger Oksana GaySurely You Joke! Richard Feynman
to show STEM students that they can do words well tooShort Stories and PoetryLabyrinths Jorge Luis Borges (typical college assignment). Specifically, the Library of Babylon, Three Versions of Judas, Garden trails, and Tleon, Ukbar, Orbis Tertius. In addition, Get a copy of Aleph to
replace the aforementioned Twain be dismantling James Fenimore CooperMotherland Homelandsexuals Patricia Lockwood to show that poetry is good in fact no one really belongs here more than you Miranda July Is particularly disgusting: 272 Views of the Law and Order of SVU by
Carmen Maria Machado, novels included in her 2017 collection, and introduction to the strange fictions of the , the plot of the series with three levels of stories embedded in it, one of which I suspect inspired the barber episode AtlantaTheaterRosencrantz and Guildenstern Dead and Arcadia
Tom Stoppard, satisfying the subsequent study of Hamlet and Byron. First, it's a good way to ease into surrealism, the second way to humanize the giants of literatureMr. Burns, a post-electric play by Ann Washburn who plays a phone game with an episode of The Simpsons to dramatize
the evolution of myth and in America Tony Kushner, even if it's a kind of door-stopperGloria Branden Jacobs-Jenkins, about the media, the 21st century workplace, and the way people get and hold fame nowHir Taylor Mack, provocative but kind family dramas about gender, the American
empire, and the lies we're talking about lower classFamiliar Danai Gurira, a relaxing family comedy, sorry that many of them are from the last few seasons in Playwright NowComsSuben comics Scott McClaud , your textbook on correcting the situation to evaluate comics as your own art and
literary form, with their own methods and abilitiesJimie Corrigan: The Smartest Child on Earth by Chris Ware, Ulysses Comics, which uses many techniques described in Understanding Comics to tell a multigenerational story about the role society assigns to men and boys, a general
introduction to a graphic novel and part of a young adult : Family tragicomic Alison BechdelSaga Vol. 1 Brian K. VaughanMaus on the art of Spiegelman, Breaking Bad Comics is that it's a cliche to recommend it, but only because it's so impregnable goodThese is not a new canon or
curriculum, but a collection of options that could greatly add to the high school's understanding and literature appreciation. I was inclined to works that comment on the present, or which demonstrate literary principles more relevant and comprehensive than some of the old reserves. High
school students should read whatever they want in their time, including all in the Ditch section. Amendments and completely different lists are welcome, and in fact the whole point. Point.
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